
MindTap is a digital learning solution that helps instructors 
engage students and transform them into critical thinkers.
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Engaged with you.

The Quality Matters™ Publisher Rubric

MindTap was successfully reviewed and approved by Quality Matters, a national benchmark for online course design.  
Accessibility with assistive technology is included in its rubric for applying quality standards to course design.  

Our Ongoing Commitment

Cengage Learning is steadily working to increase accessibility and create a full spectrum of usable tools, features and choices that are accessible for users of all abilities.  
All new Cengage Learning products and services are designed with accessibility in mind. Furthermore, ongoing evaluations of existing products and services are conducted in order  
to implement enhancements as feasible. Please visit www.cengage.com/accessibility for more details about Accessibility and Usability in Cengage Learning Educational Materials. 

We welcome your questions, comments, or suggestions about Cengage Learning’s accessibility support via email at accessibility@cengage.com and look forward to working with  
you as we continue on our accessible journey.

Turning the Light On MindTap’s Accessibility 
 One Student at a Time

 Posted by a MindTap user in their class discussion board…
For anyone with low vision or total blindness, I am happy to report, after referring to the MindTap’s  
“Accessibility Page”, that the entire online edition of the text is accessible via screen readers…I have to say that their accessibility 
is beyond impressive, and they have done a commendable job making this content accessible for the blind! This is the most 
accessible textbook I have ever been able to read!!! Thanks, Cengage, for bringing readers who are blind into the 21st century!

 
“…I just had a blind accessibility tech. testing it [with JAWS] and she got so excited. She said it  
was the best ebook reader she had ever experienced and she wished all her textbooks were in it.”

 A professor shares her SAM and the MindTap eReader accessibility story:
“Do you know that it has an e-reader built into it?” my student tells me with a big smile on his face and  
this is one of the best tools that he has had access to since he lost his sight. He was very excited and it really  
made me appreciate SAM even more. We have so little to offer students who are disabled to this extent and work really hard to 
accomplish tasks that the rest of us take for granted. Let me just say, I am so grateful for the tools that Cengage has provided. 
They have definitely helped me be a better teacher and helped my students learn and I do not know how I would have gotten 
through the last couple of semesters without your help.”

“MindTap levels the playing  
field for students that have  

hearing impairments.”

- MindTap RIT Video

“I am a better student because  
I use MindTap. I wish I had  
known about this before.” 

- MindTap RIT Video

“Proudest moment is watching my 
students discover the joy in learning 

and discover they can do it. You  
can’t put a price on that.” 

- Anne Strauch RIT
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